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Head’s Introduction

Congratulations!
I am delighted with these outstanding
results and proud of everything that this
talented cohort has achieved. As with
all pupils across the country, our Year
11 pupils faced such a tumultuous and
ever-changing period but they rose to the
challenge, and did so whilst honouring
their many co-curricular commitments,
adding so much value to the School during this difficult time. I am
grateful to our educational community for all the support that they
bestowed upon Year 11. Our teachers worked tirelessly to ensure that
the environment remained purposeful and calm, which, in conjunction
with the continued support of our parent body, ensured that our pupils
were prepared for all that came their way. With such strong GCSE
results behind them, and superb independent study skills already in
evidence, I am excited by what this talented group of individuals will
achieve for Sixth Form.
Miss Shona Norman
Head

Results Headlines
> 35% of grades were grade 9
> 50% of grades were grade 9-8
> 69% of grades were grade 9-7
> 85% of grades were grade 9-6
Ȉ

7 pupils scored straight grade 9s

Ȉ

11 pupils scored only grades 9-8

Ȉ

33% pupils scored only grades 9-7 (formerly ‘straight A
grades’)

Ȉ

39% of pupils have a grade average of grade 8 or higher

Ȉ

62% of pupils have a grade average of grade 7 or higher

Ȉ

More than two thirds of the pupils scored at least one
grade 9

CASE STUDY: Amy Goddard

GCSEs:
11 x 9s
Amy is going on to study
A levels in Maths, Further
Maths, Chemistry and
Economics.

Amy loves running and is considering studying Economics at University.

Favourite subject? I love maths particularly the logical problem solving
aspects and the satisfaction you get from finding the answer.
Best thing about Woodbridge? The community – people are so
welcoming, helpful and encouraging us to pursue our own individual
talents.
What are you looking forward to in Sixth Form? To the step up in
my subjects and also the new independence I will get.

CASE STUDY: Jacob Cranfield

GCSES:
7 x 9s
2 x 8s
1x7
Jacob will study A levels in
Chemistry, Biology, French
and Spanish.

Jacob joined us Year 7. He did his Italian GCSE in Year 8 (got a 9) and plays
Clarinet in the Symphony Orchestra and Concert Band.
Favourite subject? Spanish, I really enjoy speaking new languages.
Best thing about Woodbridge? The variety, its well balanced
between academic subjects and co-curricular activities.
What are you looking forward to in Sixth Form? Learning
and getting deeper into subjects, as well as and getting a bit more
independence.

CASE STUDY: Sam Bolus

GCSEs:
5 x 9s
2 x 8s
3 x 7s
Sam is going on to study A
levels in Maths, Chemistry,
Biology or Physics.

Sam joined us in Year 3 and enjoys playing football and guitar.

Favourite subject? Biology – I find it so interesting.
Best thing about Woodbridge? How well supported yu are in your
subjects and the help that’s available if you don’t understand something.
What are you looking forward to in Sixth Form? Being more
independent, being treated more as a grown up and having more freedom.
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